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SomeSome distributionaldistributional differencesdifferences
betweenbetween alsoalso and and tootoo

EvidenceEvidence fromfrom corporacorpora and and elicitationelicitation
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QuestionsQuestions and and methodsmethods
EmpiricalEmpirical questionquestion: : WhatWhat isis thethe
differencedifference betweenbetween alsoalso and and tootoo??
MethodMethod: : MakeMake hypotheseshypotheses and test and test themthem
on on thethe basisbasis of of evidenceevidence fromfrom corporacorpora
and and elicitationelicitation
MethodologicalMethodological issueissue: : WhatWhat kindkind of of 
justificationaljustificational procedureprocedure isis neededneeded forfor
whatwhat kindkind of of questionquestion??
Differentiation Differentiation betweenbetween factsfacts aboutabout thethe
languagelanguage systemsystem and and factsfacts aboutabout thethe useuse
of of languagelanguage
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The data sourcesThe data sources
Fjelkestam-Nilsson (1984)
-> Brown University Corpus (~1m, 1961)

London-Oslo-Bergen Corpus/LOB (~1m, 1961)
London-Lund Corpus/LLC (~0.5m, 60s-70s)

BiberBiber et al. (1999)et al. (1999)
--> > Longman Spoken and Written English Corpus Longman Spoken and Written English Corpus 

(~ 40m, 90s)(~ 40m, 90s)
the the British National Corpus/BNCBritish National Corpus/BNC
(~100m, 90s)(~100m, 90s)
online questionnaire: 16 sets of examplesonline questionnaire: 16 sets of examples
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DelimitingDelimiting thethe objectobject of of inquiryinquiry
studystudy focusesfocuses on on alsoalso in a medial in a medial positionposition
and and tootoo in a final in a final positionposition

(1)(1) (a) John has (a) John has alsoalso beenbeen to London. to London. 
(b) John has (b) John has beenbeen to London, to London, tootoo..

(c) John, (c) John, tootoo, has , has beenbeen to London.to London.
(d) John has (d) John has beenbeen to London to London alsoalso..
(e) (e) Also,Also, John has John has beenbeen to London.to London.
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Some terminologySome terminology
additive particles are used when a sentence contains both additive particles are used when a sentence contains both 
repeatedrepeated and and added added material ('added constituent'/AC)material ('added constituent'/AC)
added constituents may occur in either the topical or the added constituents may occur in either the topical or the 
focal part of a sentencefocal part of a sentence

(2)(2) -- What did Mary do?What did Mary do?
SheSheTOPTOP laughedlaughedFOCFOC..
SheSheTOPTOP also also sneezedsneezedFOCFOC. . 
(added constituent is focus)(added constituent is focus)

(3)(3) --What did Mary do?What did Mary do?
SheSheTOPTOP laughedlaughedFOCFOC..
-- And Bill?And Bill?
HeHeTOPTOP laughedlaughedFOCFOC, too., too.
(added constituent is topic)(added constituent is topic)
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ThreeThree hypotheseshypotheses
HypothesisHypothesis 1 (1 (diaphasicdiaphasic))

AlsoAlso isis usedused in in writtenwritten and formal and formal 
languagelanguage whereaswhereas tootoo isis usedused in in spokenspoken
and informal and informal languagelanguage..

HypothesisHypothesis 2 (2 (structuralstructural))
TheThe distributiondistribution of aof alsolso and and tootoo variesvaries withwith
structuralstructural propertiesproperties of of thethe addedadded
constituentconstituent ((functionfunction and and lengthlength).).

HypothesisHypothesis 3 (3 (informationinformation structuralstructural))
AlsoAlso and and tootoo interactinteract in different in different waysways withwith
informationinformation structurestructure..
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HypothesisHypothesis 11
DifferenceDifference in in registerregister

In In bothboth expositoryexpository registersregisters [[newsnews and and 
academic academic proseprose], ], thethe commoncommon additiveadditive
adverbial adverbial alsoalso servesserves to to markmark informationinformation
beingbeing addedadded to to previousprevious informationinformation …… In In 
fictionfiction, , thethe meaningmeaning of of additionaddition isis spreadspread
moremore evenlyevenly overover twotwo adverbsadverbs, , alsoalso and and 
tootoo, , withwith alsoalso carryingcarrying a a moremore formal formal 
tone: tone: …… TooToo isis usedused moremore informallyinformally, , oftenoften
in in dialogdialog oror reportsreports of of dialogdialog: : ……
InterestinglyInterestingly, , thisthis useuse of of tootoo isis actuallyactually
moremore commoncommon in in fictionalfictional dialogdialog thanthan in in 
conversationconversation. (Biber et al. 1999: 800). (Biber et al. 1999: 800)
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AlsoAlso and and tootoo in different in different registersregisters::
Biber et al. (1999)Biber et al. (1999)
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AlsoAlso and and tootoo in different in different registersregisters: : 
FjelkestamFjelkestam--NilssonNilsson (1984)(1984)

spoken language and written 
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AlsoAlso and and tootoo in different in different registersregisters: : 
FjelkestamFjelkestam--NilssonNilsson (1984)(1984)

conversation and written registers
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AlsoAlso and and tootoo in different in different registersregisters::
evidenceevidence fromfrom thethe BNCBNC

spoken language, fiction, news and 
academic prose in the BNC
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(based on all occurrences of also and too in the BNC; the proportion of 
additive too as opposed to the degree particle too has been determined 
on the basis of a sample of 200 tokens for each register)
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Distribution of Distribution of alsoalso and and tootoo overover
different different registersregisters

conversation and written registers
(z-standardized)
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PreliminaryPreliminary conclusionsconclusions rere
HypothesisHypothesis 1 (1 (corpuscorpus evidenceevidence))

Can Can tootoo be said to be characteristic of be said to be characteristic of 
spoken language?spoken language?
--> NO> NO
Can Can tootoo be said to be characteristic of be said to be characteristic of 
conversation?conversation?
--> NO> NO
Neither is Neither is tootoo more frequent than more frequent than alsoalso in in 
conversation, nor is conversation a register conversation, nor is conversation a register 
where where tootoo is particularly frequent, in is particularly frequent, in 
comparison to other registers.comparison to other registers.
But: But: alsoalso is clearly a feature of informative is clearly a feature of informative 
textstexts
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EvidenceEvidence fromfrom elicitationelicitation
(4) The local population will appreciate the newcomers, too.
(5) The local population will also appreciate the newcomers.

(4)
too
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Additive Additive particlesparticles and formal vs. and formal vs. 
informal informal registersregisters

Is Is tootoo characteristic of an informal style?characteristic of an informal style?
Hermeneutic dilemmaHermeneutic dilemma
How can we decide on the degree of How can we decide on the degree of 
formality?formality?
--> depends on the interpretation of the > depends on the interpretation of the 
linguist (or corpuslinguist (or corpus--builder) and cannot be builder) and cannot be 
read off the data itself; no strictly empirical read off the data itself; no strictly empirical 
approach possible.approach possible.
Is 'formality' a feature of texts/discourse Is 'formality' a feature of texts/discourse 
passages or of utterances?passages or of utterances?
methodological problem that challenges the methodological problem that challenges the 
application of corpus data to such questionsapplication of corpus data to such questions
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EvidenceEvidence fromfrom elicitationelicitation
(6) "This will be good for the Montenegrin economy, too."
(7) "This will also be good for the Montenegrin economy."

(7)/also

none (6)/too
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15

Which of the two sentences sounds 
more formal?
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HypothesisHypothesis 2a2a
GrammaticalGrammatical functionfunction of ACof AC
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HypothesisHypothesis 2a2a
GrammaticalGrammatical functionfunction of ACof AC

Frequency of additive particles with 
subject, predicate and other AC's 
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HypothesisHypothesis 2a2a
GrammaticalGrammatical functionfunction of ACof AC

Frequency of additive particles with 
subject, predicate and other AC's

(z-standardized)
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ConclusionsConclusions rere HypothesisHypothesis 2a2a

tendency: among the occurrences of tendency: among the occurrences of 
tootoo subject AC's are much more subject AC's are much more 
prevalent than among the prevalent than among the 
occurrences of occurrences of alsoalso
among the occurrences of among the occurrences of alsoalso other other 
AC's are more prevalent than among AC's are more prevalent than among 
the occurrences of the occurrences of tootoo
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HypothesisHypothesis 2b2b
AlsoAlso isis preferredpreferred withwith heavyheavy AC'sAC's

(8)(8) It is almost certain that targets It is almost certain that targets 
will be set, including efforts to will be set, including efforts to 
reduce by a third the number of reduce by a third the number of 
smokers by the year 2000. There smokers by the year 2000. There 
will {will {alsoalso} be targets } be targets aimed at aimed at 
reducing the incidence of strokes, reducing the incidence of strokes, 
heart disease and preventable heart disease and preventable 
cancerscancers {{tootoo}.}.
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HypothesisHypothesis 2b2b
AlsoAlso isis preferredpreferred withwith heavyheavy AC'sAC's

Choice of additive particle relative 
to length of added constituent 

(subject-AC's)
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HypothesisHypothesis 2b2b
AlsoAlso isis preferredpreferred withwith heavyheavy AC'sAC's

Choice of additive particle relative 
to length of added constituent 
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HypothesisHypothesis 2b2b
AlsoAlso isis preferredpreferred withwith heavyheavy AC'sAC's

Choice of additive particle relative 
to length of added constituent 
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HypothesisHypothesis 2b2b

The proportion of 'also' and 'too' 
relative to length of (OTH-)AC's.
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Hypothesis 2b: ElicitationHypothesis 2b: Elicitation

Acceptability judgements for object-AC's of 
differing length
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Conclusions re Hypothesis 2bConclusions re Hypothesis 2b

a correlation between the function a correlation between the function 
and length of the AC and the type of and length of the AC and the type of 
particle used could clearly by particle used could clearly by 
establishedestablished
both methods basically lead to the both methods basically lead to the 
same resultssame results
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HypothesisHypothesis 3a3a
OnlyOnly tootoo in in allall--newnew sentencessentences

(9)(9) Why are you so unhappy?Why are you so unhappy?
(a)  (a)  ““My house has burnt down, and My house has burnt down, and my wife my wife 

has left mehas left me, too., too.““
(b)  ##(b)  ##““My house has burnt down, and My house has burnt down, and my wifemy wife

has has also also left meleft me..““

very hard to test on the basis of corpus evidence very hard to test on the basis of corpus evidence 
(extremely rare, metaphorical reinterpretation)(extremely rare, metaphorical reinterpretation)
““Hermeneutic dilemmaHermeneutic dilemma””: data need to interpreted; : data need to interpreted; 
uncontrollable side effectsuncontrollable side effects
elicitation: 'frame of reference' can be established, elicitation: 'frame of reference' can be established, 
e.g. by asking an explicit questione.g. by asking an explicit question
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HypothesisHypothesis 3a3a
OnlyOnly tootoo in in allall--newnew sentencessentences

(10) My (10) My househouse has has burntburnt down, and down, and mymy wifewife has has leftleft meme, , tootoo..
(11) My (11) My househouse has has burntburnt down, and down, and mymy wifewife has also has also leftleft meme..

acceptability judgements (absolute numbers)
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(10): µ=2.52; σ=0.94 (11): µ=1,11; σ=0.33
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Hypothesis 3bHypothesis 3b
Contrastive topic constructionsContrastive topic constructions

(12) (12) -- I love you. I love you. –– II love love youyou, too., too.
(13) (13) –– I love you. I love you. –– II also love also love youyou..

acceptability judgements
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(12): µ=1.0; σ=0 (13): µ=3.06; σ=0.83
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Additive particles and information Additive particles and information 
structurestructure

allall--new sentences (no topic)new sentences (no topic)
(14) (14) My house has burnt down,My house has burnt down,

and and my wife has left memy wife has left me, too., too.

added constituent is focusadded constituent is focus
(15) (15) John went to London, John went to London, 

and he went and he went to Cambridgeto Cambridge, too., too.

added constituent is topicadded constituent is topic
(16) (16) John went to Oslo, and John went to Oslo, and BillBill went to Oslo, too.went to Oslo, too.

both topic and focus contain added materialboth topic and focus contain added material
(17)(17) –– I love you. I love you. –– II love love youyou, too., too.
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Added constituents and topicAdded constituents and topic--focus focus 
structurestructure

AC AC ⊆⊆ FOCFOC AC AC ⊄⊄ FOCFOC

no topicno topic Jane left meJane left me, TOO., TOO.
no additive particleno additive particle

AC AC ⊆⊆ TOPTOP II love love youyou, TOO., TOO. JohnJohn snores, TOO.snores, TOO.
JohnJohn ALSO snores.ALSO snores.

AC AC ⊄⊄ TOPTOP He He snoressnores, TOO., TOO.
He also He also snoressnores. . no additive particleno additive particle

**JaneJane also also left meleft me..

**II also also love youlove you..
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An information structural rule An information structural rule 
concerning concerning alsoalso and and tootoo

Added constituents are either to the left or to the Added constituents are either to the left or to the 
right of right of alsoalso, and always to the left of , and always to the left of tootoo
('('unidirectionalityunidirectionality')')
patterns for the use of patterns for the use of also also and and tootoo::

(18)(18) ____ also ____ AC _____.____ also ____ AC _____.

(19) ac  ALSO _____________.(19) ac  ALSO _____________.

(20) ___ ac ___________ TOO(20) ___ ac ___________ TOO..
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Impossible patterns for the use of Impossible patterns for the use of 
alsoalso

(21) * AC also _____ AC _____.(21) * AC also _____ AC _____.
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Impossible patterns for the use of Impossible patterns for the use of 
alsoalso

(22)(22)-- I love you.I love you.
-- II ALSO love you.ALSO love you.
(and someone else loves you)(and someone else loves you)

(23)(23)–– I love you.I love you.
–– I also love I also love YOUYOU..
(and I love someone else)(and I love someone else)
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SummarySummary
statusstatus corpuscorpus elicitationelicitation

Hypothesis 1 Hypothesis 1 
((diaphasicdiaphasic))

language language 
useuse

some minor some minor 
tendenciestendencies

more global more global 
tendenciestendencies

Hypothesis 2 Hypothesis 2 
(structural)(structural)

language language 
useuse

clear clear 
confirmationconfirmation

clear clear 
confirmationconfirmation

Hypothesis 3 Hypothesis 3 
(information (information 
structural)structural)

language language 
systemsystem

not testablenot testable confirmationconfirmation
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ConclusionsConclusions
a strictly empirical corpusa strictly empirical corpus--based approach seems based approach seems 
to be most suitable for regulatory rules that to be most suitable for regulatory rules that 
relate to clearly definable structural parametersrelate to clearly definable structural parameters
problems with 'functional aspects' (register, problems with 'functional aspects' (register, 
information structure etc.): evidence is not information structure etc.): evidence is not 
provided by the corpus itself but needs to be provided by the corpus itself but needs to be 
interpreted by the linguist ("hermeneutic interpreted by the linguist ("hermeneutic 
dilemma")dilemma")
for questions concerning the language system for questions concerning the language system 
corpora are of limited usecorpora are of limited use
elicitation probably covers a wider range of elicitation probably covers a wider range of 
phenomena but requires a sophisticated phenomena but requires a sophisticated 
methodologymethodology
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